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XDDESIGN PROTECTIVE MASK SET
Thank you for choosing the XDDESIGN Protective Mask Set. This user manual
provides you with the information you need for the correct use of your mask.
Content
1pc ViralOff ® Technology Treated Mask
5pcs Hyproof® Nanofiber Filters
1pc Foldable Pouch
Put on a face mask
Clean your hands with soap and water or hand sanitizer before touching the
mask.
Insert the filter from side opening of the mask.
The side printed with XDDESIGN trademark should be the front and facing away
from you, while the other side touches your face.
Hold the mask by both ear loops and place one loop over each ear.
Adjust the length of the ear loops if needed.
Mold the top nose bridge and bottom edges of the mask to the shape of your
nose and chin.
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Remove a face mask
Clean your hands with soap and water or hand sanitizer before touching the
mask. Avoid touching the front of the mask as it is contaminated. Only touch the
ear loops when removing a mask.
Hold both of the ear loops and gently lift and remove the mask.
After removing the mask, clean your hands with soap and water or hand
sanitizer.
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Cleaning Instructions
Disinfect the filter at the end of day, and only wash the mask when needed for
the best performance and sustainability of the ViralOff© treatment. The following
cleaning procedure is suggested:
Remove the filter from the mask.
The mask (with filter removed) is machine washable on 60 degrees.
Disinfect the filter by soaking in boiling water for 15 minutes or by spraying 75%
alcohol on the surfaces. (Each filter can be disinfected up to 10 times. Replace
with a new filter after a total 10 times’ disinfection to keep a constant filtering
efficiency)
Air-dry both the mask and the filter in a clean non-contaminated area.
Store the clean mask set away from contaminated areas when not in use.
WARNINGS
This device is not a medical device in the sense of Regulation EU/2017/745
(surgical masks) nor is it personal protective equipment in the sense of
Regulation EU/2016/425 (filtering masks type FFP2).
It is recommended NOT to wear the mask longer than 2-4 hours each use.
Avoid touching the front of the mask during using.
It is a durable and always-on treatment. For best performance and sustainability,
wash less and only when needed.

